Nursery Weekly Update
Week 5 (27/09/2021)
Good afternoon,
We continue to focus on our story of ‘The Colour Monster’ as we discuss many
aspects of our feelings whilst we learn to appreciate each other in our teams
and colour groups.
A heartfelt thank you to Mrs Varga for making the wonderful Hungarian treats
for European Languages Day and teaching the children some Hungarian
words 
Here are a few activities for this week:


Creating calm playdough in groups for the colour monster



PE-working together in colour groups, transporting along equipment



Counting up to 10 and beyond-finding numbered shells in the sand

Reminders:
*School is closed this Friday as it is an Inset Day*.
Pearl class-Mrs Ahmed has arranged for a WhatsApp group, if you would like
to join, please add your details to a list which is displayed on the entrance to
Nursery* 
Library
A reminder that all books will be changed on Wednesdays, we hope you are
enjoying reading with your child, it is always wonderful to ask them lots of
open ended questions about the story for example ‘who, how, why and I
wonder’.
In addition to this, we have been teaching the children to do the ‘superhero
flip’ with their coats. Some of you may already be aware of this, however if
not it would be fabulous if we could practise this at home too. Ultimately, the
hood or top part of the coat should be placed by your child’s feet, they
should then bend down and put their arms through their sleeves, as they
stand they can ‘superhero flip’ the coat over their head, its’ such a great
method and could save you lots of time in the mornings  Observing their
delight when they have mastered this skill is joyful!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUaRSG6a3JU
We wish you and your children a wonderful week!
Nursery Team

